Restructuring plan presented to senate

By CHIRS BEDNARSKI
Senior Staff Reporter

A proposal for a new student government constitution was presented by members of the Committee on Restructuring the student senate last night. According to the proposed constitution, the governing body of Notre Dame student government will be the student senate. The proposed senate would consist of a single representative from each dorm, with the exception of Grace and Flanner which would have two, and two off campus senators. The student body president will chair the senate but will only vote in the case of a tie. The student body vice president would be a nonvoting member of the senate.

John Spatz, senior class president, said he thinks representatives from the classes should be on the senate. "You need more distribution of representation," he said. "I think it's important that we [the classes] have more say and input into what's happening." Under the bylaws of the proposed constitution six standing committees would be established under the direction of the senate to carry out much of the senate's work. A finance and budget committee would be established to allocate student funds.

Student Concerns Committee would "formulate policy and direct action on matters that concern academic and societal problems which will affect student life," according to the proposed constitution. Under the proposal, a Student Activities Board steering committee would determine social and academic programming and a Rules Committee would interpret the constitution. An Executive Communications Committee would establish a channel of communication between leaders of various student interests. In addition, under the proposal, a Campus Life Committee, composed of eight senators would formulate policy and direct action on matters that concern student residential life. Hall President's Council Chairman Kevin Howard said he thought eight senators was too many people on the committee. Howard said that a committee of eight won't be able to get anything done. Howard suggested a two-member committee would be more effective. "They will get much more done," he said.

If the senate adopts the new constitution then it must be passed by two-thirds of the Hall Presidents' Council or a two-thirds vote of the student body.

see SENATE, page 4

Notre Dame, Saint Mary's student sexuality rules differ

Editor's note: This is the second of a three-day series examining sexuality at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. Today's story deals with sexual attitudes and rules. Tomorrow's story will examine pregnancy-related issues at both schools.

By ELLYN MASTARO
Senior Staff Reporter

Notre Dame and Saint Mary's share similar philosophies about many areas of student life. Concerning student sexuality, however, the schools' regulations differ.

At Notre Dame, the official guide to student life, prohibits premarital sex.

Rule eight states: "Because a genuine and complete expression of love through sex requires a commitment to a total living and sharing relationship. Violations shall involve suspension or dismissal."

At Saint Mary's, however, there are no rules about disciplinary action to be taken toward any students who engage in sexual union.

Mary Ann O'Donnell, dean of student affairs at Saint Mary's, explained the reason for no direct reference to sex and sexuality in the Student Handbook. "Sex is difficult to address in the form of rules, according to O'Donnell.

"We feel it is the responsibility of the students. They can decide for themselves," said O'Donnell, stating that the policy at Saint Mary's deals with education rather than regulation.

"Saint Mary's has always prided itself in being proactive in education," said O'Donnell. That is the reason why Saint Mary's developed a Sexuality Education Committee. Said said Saint Mary's sponsored a series of workshops addressing such topics as hygiene, knowing your body, sexually transmitted diseases, and contraception, which will be final series tomorrow night at Saint Mary's. She said, adding that experts in each field have spoken on three

see SEXUALITY, page 4

Notre Dame cadet serves as model in Army scholarship ad campaign

By BOB MUSSELMAN
Senior Staff Reporter

Readers all over the world can see Notre Dame senior Carl Gebo in a place usually reserved for bikini-clad beauties the Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue. Gebo, a Notre Dame cheerleader and Army ROTC cadet, is featured in a half-page advertisement for the ROTC scholarship program which appears or will appear in 10 issues of 8 national magazines, including Sports Illustrated, Sport, Popular Science, People and Newsweek.

The Howard Hall resident said he was one of nine cadets chosen at the Army junior summer camp at Fort Lewis, Washington, to have their picture taken for the ROTC scholarship advertisement.

In October, Army ad agency representatives notified Gebo that they wanted to use his photo in a scholarship ad. Photographers spent three days here later that month capturing him in various poses and activities.

"He found out in December that the ad would appear in the swimsuit issue," says Gebo, a Notre Dame cheerleader and Army ROTC cadet.

Gebo said he and the cheerleaders were paid $11 to sign a release allowing the pictures to be used. Gebo said the ad is to show that "even though you're a member of Army ROTC, you don't miss out on other college experiences." "For me, an Army ROTC scholarship isn't making college any easier. It's making college possible," he says in the ad.

Two other cadets from other schools, who are also heavily involved with extracurricular activities, were chosen to appear in similar ads in different magazines, he said.

Colonel Robert Skinner, commander of the Fighting Irish Army ROTC, Battalion, said Gebo was chosen from approximately 10,000 senior cadets.

The University was paid a "legal back," $1, for the right to use the "ND" symbol in the ad, Skinner said.

He said the advertisement appears in magazines that the Army's market survey indicated are read by high school seniors. Army ROTC, he said, is looking for students like Gebo who are athletically and academically inclined.

see ARMY, page 4

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. — The maker of Tylenol announced yesterday it will no longer produce over-the-counter medication in capsules, nine days after cyanide-laced Tylenol capsules killed a woman and more than three years after they killed seven people in Illinois.

"We feel the company can no longer glade the safety of the capsules," said James Burke, chairman of Johnson & Johnson.

The announcement came as a team of investigators went to Peap­ony for the Army ROTC scholarship Tylenol capsules taken by a woman who died in suburban New York City on Feb. 8.

The 1982 cyanide-poisoning deaths of seven people in Illinois also were blamed on tainted Tylenol capsules, and said Johnson & Johnson producers could not have their products traced.

"We feel the company can no longer guarantee the safety of the capsules," said James Burke, chairman of Johnson & Johnson.

The company has "no plans to re introducing the product," Burke said.

see TYLENOL, page 4

Looking literary

Junior John Gordon takes a look at what the sophomores are planning for this year's Sophomore Literary Festival which is to begin March 1. The display at the library showcases the various literary magazines, including Sports Illustrated. An inset photo in the ad shows a young woman with a bathtub and a towel on her head.

"For me, an Army ROTC scholar­ship isn't making college any easier. It's making college possible," he says in the ad.

see ARMY, page 4
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To err is human, to correct is simply good journalism

Nobody likes to make mistakes. Especially a newspaper, which prides itself on accuracy and getting it right the first time. Indeed, because a newspaper does pride itself on accuracy, making a mistake hurts all the more. Yet, a newspaper, like all human institutions, does make mistakes. Speakers can be misquoted, information misunderstood, and names misspelled.

When a mistake is made in a story, it reflects on that section of the newspaper and the newspaper as a whole. If a name is misspelled in a news story, for example, it hurts the credibility of not just the news department, but the sports, editorial and features departments as well. After all, when one fact is wrong in a story, how can the reader be sure that the rest of the story is accurate? Or the rest of the paper?

Thus, once a mistake does appear, the newspaper has to admit it. To print.

And it hurts. Running a correction can be comparable to standing in front of an auditorium packed with people and admitting that what you told them yesterday was wrong. For papers like the Wall Street Journal, Detroit Free Press or Chicago Tribune more than a half a million people are in that "auditorium." For The Observer, approximately 12,000 are there.

Because corrections call attention to newspapers' mistakes, many of those in that "auditorium" focus on the accuracy of the correction rather than the correction itself. In other words, instead of viewing corrections as evidence of a newspaper's commitment to accuracy, some readers unconsciously focus on that newspaper's occasional mistakes.

Ironically then, while corrections should help a newspaper's credibility, corrections inadvertently may be hurting it.

Public opinion polls on the credibility of different media may provide indirect evidence of this. According to one such poll in 1980, a majority of Americans said that when they receive conflicting stories from television and newspaper reporters, they give more credit to the television's account of the events.

This might have something to do with television newscasts rarely, if ever, admitting to mistakes they've made the day before. Of course it may be that television reporters never make mistakes. More than likely, however, it's because viewers would switch stations if every other night they heard the anchorman say, "Sorry, we made a mistake in a story. It affects the aspect of error in that auditorium." Focus on the newspaper's commitment to accuracy and truth. It's when a newspaper has to run corrections rather than its occasional mistakes. And readers must help that newspaper. They must try to focus on the newspaper's commitment to accuracy and truth. A newspaper must go out of its way to get the most accurate information possible.

This of course means getting the facts right the first time. But when the facts aren't right the first time, it means admitting the mistake with a correction the next day.

And readers must help that newspaper. They must try to focus on the newspaper's commitment to truth and accuracy. And they do so primarily for two reasons. First, when a newspaper knows about it, he or she makes sure the newspaper then doesn't run a correction, that might just be enough to give the television newscasts the edge over newspapers in the credibility department.

Yet responsible newspapers continue to run corrections. And they do so primarily for two reasons. The first is the simple fact that when a newspaper makes a mistake, usually someone knows about it, and he or she makes sure the newspaper knows about it too. Sometimes in rather strong terms. If the newspaper then doesn't run a correction, that person is sure to tell others. Or file a lawsuit.

Once enough mistakes run without next-day corrections, then, that paper eventually loses its credibility, its readers, and its money.

The other reason is much more idealistic, and important, a newspaper's commitment to accuracy and truth. A newspaper must go out of its way to get the most accurate information possible.
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Food services director receives 'silver plate'

By DAVID T. LEE
Staff Writer

Under the leadership of Director of University Food Services William Hickey, the dining to 1865 may have to expand their trophy case.

Hickey has been awarded the Silver Plate Award from the International Foodservice Manufacturers Association.

"(It is) the most exciting professional citation I've ever received in my life," said Hickey. "My family and I are elated."

He gave credit to "creativity, innovativeness, pride in the work we do," and pointed to a "routine that's offset... creating special theme nights... (Food Services) tries to cover every aspect of student dining," Hickey said. He pointed to such features as an excellent salad bar and the ever-present variety of cereals.

Suffering a heart attack two years ago, Hickey showed a healthy appreciation of the nutritional value of food. "Everyone has healthy food available," he pointed to examples of low cholesterol fish and high carbohydrate pasta.

Hickey said, however, he sees "nothing different" from dining hall service last year.

The International Food Service Manufacturers Association awards the Silver Plate Awards from various categories of service. These include secondary schools, hospitals, schools, public institutions, military, fast service and full service restaurants, and colleges, of which Hickey represents the last.

Hickey said he will receive his medal at a banquet in Chicago on May 19. In addition, one person will receive the Gold Plate Award, which is the highest honor bestowed by the food service industry. Hickey, who noted that no college has won the award since 1955, is extremely doubtful he will receive this coveted honor.

Although aware of the "dissatisfaction of students," Hickey said "students... (are) very important to us." "I wish students would try to compare our food service with other food services."
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By PEGGY PROSSER
Staff Reporter

Saint Mary's students recently received Valentine greetings from injured Notre Dame student Kevin Hurley, announced student body president Anne Marie Kollman, at last night's Board of Governance meeting.

In a letter written by his mother, it was said that Hurley's condition is steadily improving. Hurley is slowly able to identify people through a freshman class picture sent to him last semester, according to the letter.

Students are encouraged to stop by the bulletin board in the Haggerty College Center to see the valentine, said Kollman.

The last lecture of the Sexuality series will be this Wednesday at 7 p.m. in South Bend, said Kollman. The lecture will be titled, "Optimism, the Worst Conception." "Romancing the Stone" will be shown this Thursday night at 6, 8, 10 and 12 pm this Friday.

Kollman congratulated the new student body officers, who will take office after spring break. Mary Lally was also recognized for her effort in organizing the elections.

"I think Mary gets a nice hand because she did an awesome job," said Kollman.

Most students do not know about activities sponsored by the Christian Life Commission due to lack of publicity, said Father Theodore Hesburgh, University president.

He said a lecture series will also be given on "Food Ethics," and provided a new program for religious studies majors.

Jack Melchor, a California venture capitalist who received his doctorate from Notre Dame, has endowed a visiting professorship in the Notre Dame's College of Engineering.

The fruits of Jack Melchor's business acumen will benefit engineering students at Notre Dame for decades to come, commented Father Theodore Hesburgh, University president.

After receiving bachelor's and master's degrees in physics from the University of North Carolina, Melchor graduated from Notre Dame with a Ph.D. in physics. He headed the microwave ferrite group of Sylvania Electronic Products, Mountain View, Calif., from 1953-56. In 1956 he became a co-founder and first president of Melchor, a microwave systems and components company in Palo Alto, Calif. In 1959 he founded Hewlett-Packard Associates, a producer of semiconduc-

tor, photaconductor and microwave components. After the company was fully acquired by an H group he became general manager of the Hewlett-Packard Palo Alto Division.

In 1969 Melchor founded the Palo Alto Investment Co. He served as chairman and chief executive officer of the firm, which initially invested in 12 start-up companies and four others. In 1980 he founded Melchor Venture Management Inc. in Los Altos, Calif., and continues to serve as its president. As a venture capitalist, Melchor has helped finance some 55 electronics companies on the San Francisco peninsula as a member of President Reagan's Innovation & Entrepreneurship Task Force, he was among those who recommended the capital gains tax rollover and a research and development tax credit. He holds six U.S. patents, has written 12 technical publications and is a fellow of the Society for Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

Melchor received the Notre Dame Chairman of Science citation in 1967 and has been a member of the University's College of Engineer-

ing Advisory Council since 1982. He and his wife, Norma, a South Bend native, are the parents of four children.

Most AIDS inmates located in East

ndowed with professorship

Special to The Observer

The person who has traditionally been CLC representative has felt isolated on the boards. She's felt like she was the only person representing that interest," said Turgi.

The study, "AIDS in Correctional Facilities: Issues and Options," sponsored by the National Institute of Justice, found nearly 1,200 inmates have had AIDS in state, county and city jails nationwide. The vast majority of jurisdictions have very few or no cases," the report's author, Theodore Hammert of the research firm Abt Associates Inc., said in an interview.

Three state prison systems have AIDS rates that are in excess of 50 times that of the general prison population, the study said. The report categorized the figures by region and did not identify individual states.
Senate
continued from page 1

The senate will consider adopting the constitution proposal at a meeting tomorrow.

Judicial Coordinator Karen Ingersen and Student Activities Board Manager Lee Broussard said they think it will be difficult to approve a new constitution before the upcoming student government elections, scheduled for March 4. They suggested that the senate take the next month to consider the proposed constitution and then have it take effect in April 1987. "If we decided tonight to make it come into effect a year from now then we will have more time to work on this," said Broussard.

Off-Campus senator Jim Hagan disagreed with Ingersen and Broussard. "I think the longer we delay, the worse things get. I think we need a strong, centralized student government right away," he said. It's like putting off chemotherapy for another year.

Jim Domagalski, junior class president, also said he didn't think putting off ratification of the constitution was wise.

The senate compromised by rescheduling the date for student government elections to March 11. The delay will give the senate more time to consider the constitution and allow potential candidates more time to make a decision about running, said Senator K.C. Cohm.

### Tylenol

continued from page 1

Tylenol continued from page 1

enter this business for the foreseeable future," Burke said. The decision was made to "protect the public," Burke said. He said the company was confident that consumers would keep Tylenol "the most popular" brand of painkiller in the country.

"We fought our way back from the Chicago tragedy, thanks to the consumers," Burke said. "We will do it again this time."

The company will stop producing capsule forms of Extra-Strength Tylenol, Regular Strength Tylenol, Sinus-Aid, Co-Tylenol, Maximum-Strength Tylenol Sinus Medication and Demesyn, a menstrual medication.

Frank Young, commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, said the agency "respects" the company's decision. "This is a matter of judgment and represents a responsible action under tough circumstances," he said. However, it would be "premature" for the rest of the industry to follow suit, Young said, noting that various types of capsules have certain advantages, such as a time-release capability.

He said FDA and industry officials will meet in the next few days to "discuss what technological changes might be possible to respond effectively to this problem."

Johnson & Johnson stopped making Tylenol capsules after Dade Elrooth's death, and Burke had said Friday that resumption of production would depend on consumer surveys and the investigation of the tamperings.

The replacement program will cost the company an estimated $150 million, he said. But he said that does not compare with the suffering of, the deaths in the Chicago area, attorney Brian Malloy said.

"We fought our way back from the Chicago tragedy, thanks to the consumers," Burke said. "We will do it again this time."

### Army

continued from page 1

Army continued from page 1

Skinner said the Notre Dame detachment is proud to have Gebo represent them.

Though Gebo said he was flattered to be featured in such a well-received campaign, he downplayed his star status.

"Mostly what I did was stand in front of the camera and act natural," he said.

### Sexuality

continued from page 1

Sexuality continued from page 1

separate occasions.

Should a student become pregnant, O'Donnell said they would not be suspended or expelled from school.

"O'Donnell concluded, "It should be remembered, however, that Saint Mary's strictly enforces a social conduct code which prohibits male visitation before or after the designated parital hours.""

Rachel Rissmeyer, director of residence life and housing, outlined Saint Mary's philosophy on sex and sexuality.

"I think what is most important to Saint Mary's is to graduate students who have developed a conscience. I think our approach to rules and regulations is to have students decide their own conscience and make their own decisions on important issues.

"The RAs and residence hall staff are qualified to discuss issues about sex and sexuality. If a student has a decision then she can discuss the pros and cons with them in a Catholic context," said Rissmeyer.

"When a student graduates, we hope she can make decisions that she can live with. That's what we want to send our students out into the world to do," she said.

Rissmeyer also told of the sexuality education program initiated at Saint Mary's to help students.

The future of capsule medications was called into question after Elrooth died and a second bottle containing tainted Tylenol capsules was found in a store less than two blocks from the store in which the fatal dose was purchased in Brownsville, just north of New York City.

The three-leaf tamper-resistant wrappings, introduced in 1982 after the deaths in the Chicago area, appeared on the second bottle, found Thursday.

FDA spokesman William Grigg said the government considered the tampering a "local incident."
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being played in the dining halls lean
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Hey, do you want to get a job at Citibank? If you do, you should never mention in your job interview that you disagree with Citibank’s credit policy towards countries like Brazil. This article is to help you understand why.

Citibank has many reasons for lending to Brazil.

Ricardo Araujo

guest column

The number 640 holds no significance in itself but seems to have come under close scrutiny over the past few days. 640 is the SAT score of football recruit Tony Rice. Many in this campus are quick to say that Rice does not belong academically at Notre Dame, that the University is lowering its standards to win football games. Before looking at that one thing, let us look at what Rice did not do at Notre Dame, consider this.

Eric M. Bergamo

here's to future days

Many people believed that Vegas Ferguson did not belong at Notre Dame. Vegas Ferguson, one of the great players of the Dan Devine era, came to Notre Dame with academic numbers much higher than Rice's. Some critics claimed that Notre Dame was lowering its standards for the sake of winning football games. Ferguson was accepted, and the naysayers waited for him to fail. Tony Rice, one whoseSAT was 640, would fail in the classroom. That moment never came.

Ferguson succeeded, both on the playing field and in the classroom. He became the all-time leading rusher with 3,472 yards and helped the Irish in their drive to the national championship. Ferguson graduated with a degree in economics and a 3.7 grade point average. Ferguson's academic success and football success are deduced by one statistic. This test had many variables involved. My sister recently took the SAT and I have to say that she is a very proficient in English but got an SAT that was mostly math. That difference showed in the total score. Out of her friends, with very high grades in math, received SAT that was mostly English and a very low total score. In the case of Tony Rice, if we cannot judge a person just on his or her SAT score, yet that is what we are doing in the case of Tony Rice. This judgment is unjust to him. We are saying, "You didn't do well on the SAT, so you don't belong here at Notre Dame." This line of thinking is very dangerous, an elitist view that one who is not as academically gifted as we deserve no place at Notre Dame. Tony Rice is an extremely gifted athlete, one of the Notre Dame. If the University did in letting Vegas Ferguson come to Notre Dame and the University did in letting Vegas Ferguson come to Notre Dame.

As a community, we place too much of an emphasis on the SAT score. Our chances of success and of failure are gauged by one standard test. Remember that this test has been successful and her critics wrong.

Garry Trudeau
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C CitiBank has many reasons for lending to Brazil.

Hey, do you want to get a job at Citibank? If you do, you should never mention in your job interview that you disagree with Citibank's credit policy towards countries like Brazil. This article is to help you understand why.

Citibank has many reasons for lending to Brazil.

Ricardo Araujo

guest column

Last January, authorities from the Brazilian government (the Finance Minister, the Plan­ ning Ministry, and the central bank) traveled to headquarters of Citibank in New York. They came to the United States to discuss with the management of Citibank the administration of either institution. The news is reported as accurately and objectively as possible. Authorities, letters and the Inside Column present the views of their authors. Column space is available to all and the Pressuring of the community and the free expression of varying opinions on campus, letters, encouraged.
Lost: S Dining Hall. Blue frames on walk by admin building. Call Mike-272-2385. Coat with a red stripe, and a sky blue coat.
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Lost: A pair of large black leather gloves in Professional word processing and typing. Please call 3556.

Lost: Men's No Gold Ring with Initials "FM." If found please call CHMS 234-6997.

Oversize JOBS. If found please return to The Observer Sports Briefs.

The SMC Soccer Club will hold its third indoor soccer tournament on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. at the Angela Athletic Facility. St. Mary's will face teams from Indiana University, Michigan State, Wisconsin, Marquette, and a select team from Chicago. St. Mary's will take part in the opening game at 9 p.m. For more information call the Angela Athletic Facility. - The Observer

The Observer Sports Briefs are accepted Sunday through Friday until 4 p.m. at the Observer office on the third floor of SMC. Entries must be submitted on the forms available at the NVA office and every brief must include the phone number of the person submitting it. - The Observer

Sports Briefs

The ND water polo team will have a practice tomorrow from 3-10:30 at the North Athletic Center. For more information call Tom O'Reilly at 239-3558 - The Observer

The ND Sailing Club will hold a meeting tonight at 6:30 in Room 123 of the Nizawland Science Building. For more information call Patricia Warth at 239-2799. - The Observer

The SMC Soccer Club will hold its third indoor soccer tournament on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. at the Angela Athletic Facility. St. Mary's will face teams from Indiana University, Michigan State, Wisconsin, Marquette, and a select team from Chicago. St. Mary's will take part in the opening game at 9 p.m. For more information call the Angela Athletic Facility. - The Observer

Campus tug-of-war captains should phone in their completed rosters by tomorrow. Captains should call Kevin Lennon at 239-6440. - The Observer

The ND Rowing Club will be holding a meeting for all rowers tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Room 123 of the Nizawland Science Building. For more information call Patricia Warth at 239-2799. - The Observer

The Observer Sports Briefs are accepted Sunday through Friday until 4 p.m. at the Observer office on the third floor of SMC. Entries must be submitted on the forms available at the NVA office and every brief must include the phone number of the person submitting it. - The Observer
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SMC swimmers end regular season with an impressive loss to Albion

By ANDREA LAFRENIERE
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's swim team completed its regular season on Saturday in Albion, Mich., where it lost a close meet to Albion College by a score of 60-55.

The meet was the Belles' best of the season, according to head coach Nancy Kazmitz. "This was our most exciting meet," she said. "Everyone was all fired up for it, and the competition was keen."

The meet's outcome is somewhat misleading, according to Kazmitz, as Saint Mary's dominated Albion in the majority of the swimming events.

"We swept pretty much every event, finishing in the one and two, one and three, and two and three seedings," she said. "We won both relays, too."

The 100-yard freestyle relay team of seniors Anne Cashin and Joyce Murtagh, junior Patty Jucknies and sophomore Meghan Rafferty took first place with a time of 46.27, while the 200-yard medley relay team of juniors Margaret Mannion and freshman Tanja Reeves finished first in the 200-yard medley relay with a time of 2:04.69.

Meghan Rafferty, a sophomore, placed first in the 50-yard freestyle event with a time of 27.01. Cashin and Murtagh, co-captains for the Belles, performed especially well in their last collegiate meet, capturing first place in the 500- and 100-yard freestyle events, respectively.

"Both seniors put in a fine performance for us," Kazmitz said. "Anne swam the 500-free in 5:59.18, and Joyce finished the 100-free in 1:00.61."

Cashin and Murtagh each had a second-place finish for the Belles, as well. Cashin swam the 1000-yard freestyle event in 12:21.15, while Murtagh completed the 200-yard freestyle event in 2:07.03.

Other second-place finishes for Saint Mary's include Rafferty, who swam the 100-yard backstroke event in 1:07.47 and Jucknies, who completed the 50-yard freestyle event in 27.85.

In addition, Tanja Reeves, a freshman, finished the 200-yard individual medley in second place, with a time of 2:31.90, while Mannion took second place in the 100-yard breaststroke event with a time of 1:17.62.

The 200-yard medley relay team of junior Mary Fisher, sophomore Jennifer Veselik and freshmen Jennifer Burke and Anne Marie Wolf also placed second with a time of 2:16.46.

Jucknies finished third in the 100-yard backstroke event. Burke placed third in the 200-yard freestyle event and Reeves took third in the 100-yard butterfly event.

Saint Mary's fell behind Albion in the diving competition, where freshman diver Murphy's 11.125 points were not enough to surpass the totals of the three entries from Albion.

Kazmitz was quick to point out, however, that her team's performance was exceptional.

"A lot of the swimmers lowered their qualifying times for Nationals, so I think we have a really strong chance of placing high at that meet," she said.

Although the team's regular season is completed, it is practicing daily in preparation for Nationals, scheduled for March 6-9 in Spokane, Wash.

Big upset keys SMC fencing wins over weekend

By GLORIA ELEUTERI
Sports Writer

How sweet it was for the Saint Mary's fencing team as it went un­defeated over the weekend against California State (Pa.), Carnegie Mel­lon, and Case Western Reserve. With the weekend victory, the Belles raised their season record to 1-1-1, and Case Western Reserve. With the second period's only goal at 3:18, the Golden Flashes forged a tie into the locker room for the first in­termission on Saturday when they defeated California State by a score of 9-7.

The Golden Flashes forged a tie with the second period's only goal at 3:18, the Golden Flashes forged a tie into the locker room for the first in­termission on Saturday when they defeated California State by a score of 9-7.

The Irish fencing team dominated the majority of the swimming events.

"Each time we allow different swimmers to travel so they will gain ex­perience," said Wechs. "Card fenced well and as a freshman, shows poten­tial."

"The team has been training hard all season and the improvement shows. I attribute that to the team unity and spirit. It is a good feeling."

The final tournament for the Belles this season will take place in East Lansing, Mich. There the Belles will open on Friday night against Wayne State. Continuing in the meet on Saturday, Saint Mary's will face Michigan State, University of Mich­igan, and Oakland University.

"I hope that the team continues to keep its record above the .500 mark," noted Wechs. "They have worked hard and come along well this season."

East Lansing's not far from here so maybe some students will be able to come support us. That usually gives the team a boost."

Irish

continued from page 12

Irish the lead when the teams went into the locker room for the first in­termission as he scored at 15:24 with assists from Thebeau and Reilly.

"The Irish have been training extremely hard," said Smith. "Not one individual really stood out. The entire team gave their best. But Reilly only playing on a leg and a half and Whitemore on an arm and a half, you really have to take your hat off to them."

The Irish will see hockey and the desert run mix when they travel to Phoenix for a weekend series with Northern Arizona. "While the Lumberjacks' campus is in Flagstaff, they play their home games in Phoenix at Oceanside Arena."

Huskies

continued from page 12

now everything we have wo­n't be as in­centive for next year."

Notre Dame's men's and women's swim teams will be travelling to Evansville, Ind. this week. The women will be competing as the defending champions in the Northern Conference champions­hips beginning tomorrow and con­tinuing through Saturday.

Summer Employment

Large resort on east entrance to Glacier National Park seeking student employees for 1986 season including waiters, waitresses, front desk, bar help clerks, kitchen help, service stations and maintenance.

Representatives will be inter­viewing Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 17 and 18, from 9am to 5pm in the Career and Placement Services office. Please sign up for appointment.

For off-campus, Sunday appointments, Feb. 16, please contact Sean Pieri 283-2175.

Bramble On

Livingstone Bramble celebrates after stopping challenger Tyrone Crasulsey in the 153rd round during their WBA lightweigh­t title fight Sunday in Reno.

Weeks brought another novice along this past weekend also. Carol Mahony was able to score a 3-4 slate.

"Each time we allow different novices to travel so they will gain ex­perience," said Wechs. "Card fenced well and as a freshman, shows poten­tial."

"The team has been training hard all season and the improvement shows. I attribute that to the team unity and spirit. It is a good feeling."

The final tournament for the Belles this season will take place in East Lansing, Mich. There the Belles will open on Friday night against Wayne State. Continuing in the meet on Saturday, Saint Mary's will face Michigan State, University of Mich­igan, and Oakland University.

"I hope that the team continues to keep its record above the .500 mark," noted Wechs. "They have worked hard and come along well this season."

East Lansing's not far from here so maybe some students will be able to come support us. That usually gives the team a boost."

The Observer

The independent student newspaper serving Notre Dame and Saint Mary's is accepting applications for the following positions:

1986-87
Business Manager
and Managing Editor

Applications must be submitted to Joe Murphy by
5 p.m., Friday, February 21, 1986.

The Observer
3rd floor, LaFortune Student Center
Notre Dame, IN 46556
Improving ND gymnasts tripped up by Purdue

MSU's Skiles will go to jail

Last Friday the ND women's Track Club traveled to Ypsilanti, Mich., to participate in the Huron Open. Julia Merkel was very impressive, taking fourth in the 1500 and seventh in the 1000. "Julia ran a fantastic meet," said head coach Dan Ryan. "The 1500 and the 1000 is a tough double." Personal bests were recorded by Maureen O'Leary in the 500-meter run and by Nancy Loughlin in the 1500-meter run. And the 1600-meter relay team of Merkel, O'Leary, Christine Draganit, and Paula Lehman chopped almost eight seconds off their previous best time.

"I worked them really hard up to this point," said Ryan. "I didn't expect great times, but they surprised me, especially Julia."

The team will finish up its season at Ann Arbor, Mich., this weekend as it participates in the Silverston Invitational track meet.

You can say it was tests or illness, but Ed Alt has the real explanation for the Volleyball Club's play in the three matches at the ACC this past week. "We played like . . .," said the club President. On Wednesday, the Irish dropped the match to Calvin College (not to be confused with Calvin Coolidge) after winning the first two games. Friday's match against Purdue appeared to be headed for the same result, as Notre Dame took the first two games and dropped the third and fourth. But the Irish held on to win the fifth game and the match. Saturday afternoon the team won the first game against Wisconsin, but lost the second, 16-14, and losing the match in four games.

Things can only get better, right? They had better for the sake of the team because Notre Dame must face Ball State and Ohio State, both top-20 teams.

---

Anne"
Confident freshman

Toney shows she has "the right stuff"

By MIKE SZYMANSKI

Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's basketball team has received important production from its freshman class this season, and one of those young impact players has been 5-9 guard Diondra Toney.

"She has made a successful transition to the college game," said Notre Dame head coach Mary DiStanislao. "She operates well both at point guard and in the backcourt. She is a good defensive player, and improving shooters."

"The best part of her game is her confidence. She is a good rebounder, makes few turnovers, and has made some important shots," said Toney.

"In high school, we played zone defense so I did not have to work," said Toney. "Here I had to adjust to man-to-man defense, and now I actually enjoy it."

"In our defense, you are not always on your man, but you have to keep an eye on the ball and on the man. You have to help and recover. And when the offense sets screens and hedges, you have to get through them."

As a second team Parade All-American, Toney led Whitney Young High School (Chicago) to the USA Today's Super 25. The training and concentration in basketball in high school was intense and sometimes overwhelming for her.

"We played practically year-round, with holidays and summer tournaments," said Toney. "It ran me down, and it became a job. Here we do not practice every day occasionally, and we have summer to ourselves."

"In the off season, I will work out on my own, and build my physical strength. I play pick-up games with the high school and college players at home. They accepted me once they saw that I did not play like one of the girls."

"In high school, we played zone defense so I did not have to work," said Toney. "Here I had to adjust to man-to-man defense, and now I actually enjoy it."

"In our defense, you are not always on your man, but you have to keep an eye on the ball and on the man. You have to help and recover. And when the offense sets screens and hedges, you have to get through them."

As a second team Parade All-American, Toney led Whitney Young High School (Chicago) to the USA Today's Super 25. The training and concentration in basketball in high school was intense and sometimes overwhelming for her.

"We played practically year-round, with holidays and summer tournaments," said Toney. "It ran me down, and it became a job. Here we do not practice every day occasionally, and we have summer to ourselves."

"In the off season, I will work out on my own, and build my physical strength. I play pick-up games with the high school and college players at home. They accepted me once they saw that I did not play like one of the girls."

The Chicago area is traditionally strong in women's basketball, and many players from there end up playing at major universities, some of which play Notre Dame. Toney said that her greatest accomplishment in high school was leading Whitney Young to the Harold Washington Holiday Tournament championship as a junior, gaining all-tournament honors.

"I want to become the best defensive player on the team," said Toney. "I want to be recognized as the most versatile player. I can rebound well, while I can also play point or true guard."

"As a team, we definitely should win the North Star Conference as we improve with every game. Our consistency is improving because everyone knows their roles, and the freshmen have learned from their mistakes and game experience."

"For us to win, Sandy (Botham) must rebound well, Treva (Keva) and Lynn (Ribben) must score, Mary (Gavin) has to have assists, and Lavetta (Willis) must play good defense. It is a team effort."

"In the next few years," Toney continued, "we will have just a great team. We can become explosive, and a National Championship is always possible if we push each other."

Toney appreciates the patience DiStanislao has had with her.

"She stayed with me when I had trouble adjusting. She would put no pressure on me, saying relax and do what you do best."

Recruiting was an educational experience for Toney.

"Notre Dame was the last thing on my mind, in fact I already had chosen my limit of five schools (Ohio State, Texas, Maryland, and Long Beach State) before they approached me."

"Soon I realized that education was most important here. You have to work if you want a degree, no girls, no babying. At other schools, all they know is basketball, and they take easy classes. Very good players were very screwed up."

"Trena and Lavetta were big reasons why I came here. I took that chance of being the only black girl on the team, adjusting and being comfortable with my situation. I do not see at it as a big influence."

But Notre Dame fans already are seeing the influence of Diondra Toney on the Irish program.
A Notre Dame hockey player scramble for the puck in front of the net in a game earlier this season. Dennis Corrigan details the Irish weekend sweep of Kent State in his story above.

Irish women swimmers drop weekend meet as they fail to keep pace with deep NU unit

By SCOTT INGLIS
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's swim team traveled to Northern Illinois University Saturday hoping for its ninth victory of the season but were blown down by the depth of the Huskies, finally losing 82-58. Although the score does not indicate it, the meet was extremely close, with the Irish women turning in some fine performances before the day was over.

"It was a heck of a meet, an extremely close meet," said Irish coach Tim Welsh. "On another day, the results could have been very different. As it was, however, the meet was decided on team depth. (The Huskies) were strong and deep.

Even so, the meet was not decided until the 19th event of the day, the 400-M, which was won by Northern Illinois in a time of 4:49.87. Prior to that crucial race, the Irish had hung close, placing first in seven of the previous 14 races and trailing the Huskies by just 10 points. Northern Illinois had built its small lead on the strength of second- and third-place finishes won primarily because of its advantage in depth over the Irish women.

"It is mentally tough to win seven of the first 14 events and yet still look at the score and see you are behind by 10 points," noted Welsh. "But you have to give Northern Illinois credit. They lost a tough meet last week, but rallied back on Saturday day against us."

Although the Irish cannot be credited with a victory, a victory they certainly had their share of bright spots on the day. One such highlight was Welsh's 200-yard backstroke and the performance turned in by sophomore Amy Darlington, who was a triple winner for Notre Dame, swimming her best meet of the year. Darlington took first place in the 1000-yard, 500-yard, and the 200-yard freestyle events, a grueling combination that totals the most possible yards that an individual can swim in a 1500 yard freestyle. Darlington's time of 11:05.50 in the 1000-yard freestyle was her best time of the year.

Other outstanding performances for the Irish were given by junior Venette Cocholot and sophomore Barbara Byrne. Byrne, although finishing a close second in each case, turned in her fastest times of the year swimming in the 100-yard and the 200-yard backstroke. Meanwhile, Cocholot, a steady performer for the women all year, had the winning times in the 100-yard and 200-yard breaststroke events, in times of 1:11.70 and 2:15.14, respectively.

"They have been swimming well for us all year long," said Welsh. "In fact, Venette has not lost a 200-yard breaststroke event since the first meet of the year. When they get into the water, we know we can expect strong swims."

A further note of encouragement for Notre Dame was the season's best time in the 200-yard medley relay time of 1:54.8.

Despite these efforts, the loss to the deeper Husky team drops the Irish record to 8-3 after this last dual meet of the season. This loss, however, does not put a damper on the fine women's season, and Welsh feels the experience will prove beneficial in the future.

"We were prepared, swim well, and will look forward to swimming against them next year. We have accomplished more than we thought we could, like I told the girls, if we accomplish anything we'll be happy with it."

Hockey team wins pair on road at Kent State

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Writer

How a team handles adversity is a direct measure of a team's character. Judging by this weekend's results, the Notre Dame hockey team has a lot of character, as it swept a weekend road series from Kent State by scores of 5-3 and 5-2.

With several players out because of injuries or the flu, it would have been easy for the team to roll over and play dead, especially considering recent performances. But putting those behind them (9-17-1) grouped together for the games, winning Head Coach Lefty Alford Smith very satisfied.

"This weekend was probably the most pleased that I've been in the last couple of years," Smith said. "Between the Army series and practice, we had lost a lot of players, and Kent State had built this series up as the highlight of their season. So going into a hostile environment with people who are regulars hurt- ing, I was a little apprehensive as to what kind of a response we'd get."

Matters appeared to get worse for the Irish as soon as they stepped on the ice Friday night. On the first shift of the evening, Tim Reilly injured his knee. Not much later, Steve Whitmore injured his knee. Worse, the Irish were losing 1-0 to Kirks Alldige scoring for the Golden Flashes.

Reilly and his teammates fought back, however, with Reilly himself tying the score at 1-1 on a power play. The Golden Flashes regained the lead at 11:26 of the first on a score by Chris Barker. But 18 seconds later, co-captain Dave Waldbillig knocked it in for the Irish with an assist from fellow co-captain Bob Thebeau.

The Irish went ahead by 4-3 on a goal by Tim Mooney at the 18:13 mark. A second-period tally by Thebeau and a goal at 9:34 of the third by Rich Soltin rounded out the Irish scoring. Kent State's Tim Carlson completed the scoring when he tallied at the 11:26 of the final stanza. Misc. Goalie stopped 26 shots for the victory.

Saturday's game was similar to Friday's. Kent State once again jumped out to an early lead when Alldige scored with the game only 43 seconds old. Thebeau tied the game at the 9:30 point of the opening period with an assist from Mark Arnquille. Waldbillig gave the see IRISH, page 8

No fences Sullivan, Hynes meet in "real" competition

By TRISH SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

During practice, players get a chance to improve their skills by competing against each other. But put­ ting those behind them, the Irish as soon as they stepped on the ice Friday night. On the first shift of the evening, Tim Reilly injured his

Irish stay at 14th

Carolina is No. 1 again

Associated Press

North Carolina, unanimous as No. 1 for the second straight week and fourth time this season, led the Associ­ated Press Top Twenty twenty-yester­day as the top five teams remained the same as last week.

The Tar Heels, who received 62 first-place votes and 1,249 points from the nationwide panel of sportswriters and broadcasters, have been in the top spot for each of the 15 polls since the regular season began. North Carolina, which beat Clemson 92-64 in last week's game and improved its record to 25-1, was behind only Georgia Tech in the preseason poll.

Duke, 25-2, survived a tough weekend and moved into the No. 2 spot with 1,171 points. The Blue Devils beat then-No. 17 North Carolina State, 72-20, on the road Saturday night and bounced back Sunday after­ noon for a 75-74 victory over then-No. 14 Notre Dame.

Kansas, 24-3, held third with 1,087 points, 70 more than Memphis State (23-2) Georgia Tech, 19-4, rounded out the Top five with 960 points.

The remainder of the Top Ten was St. John's, Michigan, Kentucky, Syracuse and Oklahoma.

St. John's, 24-3 and 928 points, moved up one spot from last week's ranking. The Redmen beat then-No. 23 Minnesota, 62-50, in their first game of the New Year. The Gophers had defeated the Irish on Jan. 1.

The Redmen's ranking is their highest of the season and they are the only team not ranked in the preseason poll to crack the Top Ten this season.

Two Notre Dame fencers square off in practice earlier this year. Over the weekend Irish fencers Molly Sullivan and Janice Hynes got the chance to compete against each other in an actual bout at the Notre Dame Invitational. Sullivan describes the results in her story above.

Irish hockey team wins pair on road at Kent State

The Observer/Photo

When they get into the water, we know we can expect strong swims."